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Itself, which is wholly lacking in the resignation of
the Austrian poet's outlook on life. The strength of
Das goldene Vliess lies rather In its subtle insight Into
the finer emotions and conflicting temperaments, Its
Intuitive psychological realism ; for, in spite of its
classic theme, this trilogy Is modern In Its realism.
It is what modern criticism likes to call a tragedy of
milieu., a conflict between barbarism and Greek culture,
emphasized by the very verse in which the characters
speak. And in still another sense Grillpar^er is
essentially of our time : In the personal conflict of his
Jason and Medea he has given us, no less than Hebbcl
in his Herodes and Mariamne and Ibsen in his Doll's
House, a very modern marriage tragedy.
Remembering the rapid transition from Die Ahnfrau
to Sappho., the reader will hardly be surprised to learn
that when Gtillparaer next appeared before the public
it was as a historical dramatist. Komg Ottokar3 Gluck
und Ende (King Ottokar's fortune and End} is Austria's
greatest national drama, as Kleisfs Prin% von Homburg
is Prussia's* I am inclined, however, to see something
more In "KSnig Ottokar: it Is the first outstanding
European tragedy in which an attempt Is made to
apply the principles of realism to the dramatisation
of history. Grillpar^er gave himself enormous pains
in the study of the historical sources, and he endeav-
oured to present events as they were, subject to the
inevitable dislocations and contractions of chronology
Involved in bringing a period of seventeen years
within the compass of five acts. In the first act, in
which Grillparxer shows us King Ottokar of Bohemia
at the zenith of his power and fortune, and at the same
time foreshadows his coming downfall, he has given
us one of his greatest achievements as a poet: I know
of no more powerful exposition in the dramatic
literature of the nineteenth century. Well might
Hebbel—who was not Inclined to be very polite to
his contemporaries—say: "In face of this act
Shakespeare would lift his hat." Perhaps, Indeed, Its

